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Vaudeville, Hollywood and the radio during World War II : the intermedial politics of variety acts

The growing importance of the radio as a major mass medium in the United States during the 1930s is partially linked to its connections to Hollywood : many variety shows involved the participation of movie stars whose status and personae were built across media (like Bing Crosby) and the mutual dependency between radio and film was also reinforced by the radio versions of famous movies (at the Lux Radio Theatre, or the Screen Guild Theatre).

World War II gave the radio a particular political significance. On the one hand it was an essential communication tool ; on the other hand, entertainment in mass media was one of the forms of the American war propaganda. This era called for an intensification of the involvement of Hollywood personalities on the radio, for example when stars engaged in the war effort took part in variety shows like Command Performance. In parallel, more Hollywood movies included the kind of variety acts then featured on the radio or on stages, notably on tours for soldiers. Films such as Hollywood Canteen are not only the contributions of the Hollywood film community to the national effort, but also part of an intricate intermedial network where variety acts are remediated across stage, radio and film.

This paper will study this historical phenomenon. I will tackle the cultural and political implications of the strengthened connection between Hollywood and the radio during World War II. I will try to demonstrate how the declining forms of vaudeville and variety theatre, challenged mostly by the radio in the 1930s, briefly found a new life in the wartime dialogue between the film industry and the radio. I will analyse in particular how, in this context, an “old” medium was given a new meaning by contemporary mass media and how Hollywood’s self-reflexivity and politics were redefined by the impact of radio shows and the dissemination of variety acts in films.
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